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"Once More Unto The Breach"
—Shakespeare.
"Yes, And To Beat Bowdoin"
—Bates.

PRICE, 10 CENTS

LEWISTON, MAINE. WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 193'

Quimby Picks More Than 100 Mothers Stickers Start
'42 Enrollment Becker, Smith Selected
Varsity Squad
Last Night Expected For Week End
For International Debate
Pleven Debaters Also Make
freshman Squad After
f ryouts
• members will comprise the
Thirty
debating squad as a result of
varsity
iday and last night, aclr

-"r' -to ' announcement by Coach
' Quimby of the Augumenta'■lepartmciit. Eleven students
U
Tre alsodected to the Freshman desquad last night.
forensic group consists
j .Howard Becker, Ellen-Craft,
l;UK. Elizabeth Kadjperooni,
I In Smith, and Paul Stewart. 1939—
Ctonaid Cortis, heighten Dingley,
lfflr- |.
. Eugene Foster, HooIjper ii. Milton Nixon, Lucy
md Caroline Pulsifer.
1940—Bertha Bell. Leonard Clough,
frank Coffin, Dorothy Cortell, Mary
.. Willis Could, Ruth Grey,
Donald Maegs, Frank
[Slanders, Robert Spencer, and Owen
AmiPtta Barrus, William Herbert, David Nichols, and Har| ne; White.
These debaters will meet in the deI bating room, Chase Hall, at one
I o'clock, Monday.
The freshman squad consists of:
Elizabeth Puranen, Harv. William Herbert, David
ps, Dwight DeWitt, Annetta
I
Malcolm
Daggett,
Carol
[storm, David Nichols, and Paul Ferris.

| 'Beat Bowdoin' Beg
Bates Boosters
The cry. "Beat Bowdoin", returns (o campus after a year's lull,
at the football rally in the Alumni
(iym Friday night at 7:00 p- m.
A stunt by West Parker n<en
and a parade through Lewiston
street." will be featured in this
pi;, meeting for the second game
of the Series. Joseph Canavan '39
and Webb Wright '38. co-chairmen of the rally committee, have
Coach Leslie "Buck" Spinks, Paul
Stewart :!S, and Robert Frost "38
scheduled to speak.

[Announce New
Mirror Board

Step-Singing and 4-A Play Are New Features
This Year As Plans for Annual Affair
Near Completion
By Margaret Bennett '38
More than one hundred mothers are expected for the second annual Mothers' Week End, under the joint sponsorship of the Women's Athletic Association and the Student Government Association, which will be held Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 6 and 7. Cards
and announcements were mailed last week to the mothers of the
women students and from the earl> returns this year's attendance
will be even greater than that of last year.
Marian Welsch Leads Singing
There are two innovations on the
program this year. The girls and their
mothers will be invited to join in a
step-singing program which will be
under the leadership of Marion Welsch
'38 following the banquet Saturday
evening. Later a group from the 4-A
Players will present the one-act, satiric comedy, "If Men Played Cards
as Women Do", in the Little Theatre.
I'riscilla Jones '38 is in charge of arrangements for this feature.
Saturday afternoon will see the program open with a Sports Review
which will be given on Rand Field
from 1:30 to 2:30 under the direction of Nancy Haushill '38. Dorothy
Weeks '39 and Kathryn Gould '40 are
in charge of the tea for the mothers
which will be given at the Women's
Union from 3 to 5:30.
A dinner in honor of the mothers
will be held in Fiske Dining Hall at
6:80. Parnel Bray '38 and Helen Martikainen '39 are making arrangements
for the dinner, and Eleanore Dearden
'38 is in charge of the decorations.
Following the dinner there" will be
step-singing, and at 8:30 the mothers will go to the Little Theatre where
campus movies will be shown under
the direction of Ruth Montgomery '38.
The one-act play will be presented and
then the mothers are invited to attend the dance and Open House at
Chase Hall. Ruth Brown '39 is chairman of the committee making arrangements for the Open House.
Worship Service in Chapel
Sunday morning breakfast will be
served in Fiske Dining Hall at 8 and
at 10 o'clock Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby will
conduct a morning worship service in
the Chapel. Jean Leslie '38 and Ellen
Craft '38 are in charge of the Chapel
service.
Evelyn Jones '38 and Ida Miller '38
are co-chairmen of the program for
the entire week end. Esther Rowe '39,
Eleanor Walsh '38, and Mary McKjnney '38 are in charge of room accommodations for Lewiston, Auburn, and
dormitory girls.

The entire board of the 1938 edition
Jrf the "Mirror" has been assembled
land will start work immediately, EdiI
rdon Williams '38 revealed last
I night.
William Torrey '38 is associate ediItor; Charles Smyth '38, business m^nItttr; Leonard Jobrack '39, sports ediI
irbara Rowell '40, W.A.A. edi■tor; John Leard '38, Senior historian;
■ Frank Coffin '40, features editor; Ruth
lHamlin :>. Margaret Bennett '38,
I William Cooney '38, Robert Crocker
I'S. and Clark Sawyer '38, Senior
l«rite-ups; and .Martha Packard '38,
(This is the second and final article
■organizations.
I Albert Pierce '39, Harold Roth '39, by the special Japanese student on the
laid Clifford Oliver '39 are associate social and economic background of
Ij&ors. and Chester Parker '39, Japan's present action.—Ed.)
lihomas Reiner '39, and Leighton
By Eiichi Kanematsu
■Dingley '39, associate business managers.
As the result of victory in the
Russo-Japanese war, Japan succeeded to Russia's rights in the Liaotung
[Hacker House Pours
Peninsula and railway zones in ManJntna'l Tea Friday churia. After that the Young Marshall
(Chinese) began to reign under the
. An International Tea for all stu- support of his powerful army and the
ts who live abroad or have been
l«road will be given by the girls of Central Chinese government held in
open contempt Japan's unquestioned
wTr House in the Hacker House
nation
rooms FridaVi from A p_ m. treaty rights, thus undermining the
".'■s» P- m.
very basis of Japan's peaceful comw \tand Mrs- Paul Sweet and Dr- mercial and trade relations with ManItW' Anders Mvhrman will act aa
I^Perones.
churia.
■toS!.°0nimittee in charge of the tea
The bombing of the Japanese railI
<;<■ Ruth Sprague '40, Pauline
Selma Bliss 41 Ix)uise way Sept. 18, 1931, was a challenging
Bbih.; •"'
' >
•••' w"un
[ne cooperation of
oi climax to the Marshall's professed
|ir»V
'itn the
1
B
be
e
Margaret Bisbe,"
hostility toward Japan, and was mere■and"• Hefp^'?.?
|?
.
house
director.
!le
" Carey '39.
ly a prelude to what was expected to
follow. Forced to act quickly and de[Bands To Participate
cisively, Japan soon restored order in
In Musical Contest Manchuria and the Young Marshall
lied across the Great Wall.
i
»*LC?lby' Mafc*e. and Bowdoin
The Independence movement in
We in a band tournament at
l?ven 2* *»■• ii,
11, for a trophy Manchuria has been nurtured over the
—****, ft.a ,, Veterans of Foreign years, born of just resentment against
|<W
too ^ "klii E Pretto Post of Chang Hsueh-liang's oppressive mal■•CM" "er Howard Becker
'
I •moaned
administration, and a strong desire to
«
keep Manchuria for the Manchurians.
0
the
I * each blni t tournament will all
minute "> show its prowess for The seven big leaders of the move'"0 same. ^ e ■«
ST^mE ment, composed of provincial govern Qualit
JudEln£ W1" h* nors and local officials, seized upon
of the music
r J aPpearV„ y and
- Ken' the opportunity of Chiang's abdication
■^
hav!
•*•
maneuvers.
The
on.
e not yet he(kn ijec5de(1
to proclaim the Declaration of Independence, Feb. 25,1932, under the protection of the Japanese government.
His Excellency Pu Yi, descendant and
'^Resident Nurse
heir of the Manchu Emperor, became
andInfirmar
chief executive of the new state in
!«* 'n B,,«s Ih| J the first resident response to the aspiration of the peoI ^ary ,;
story for Rand Hall
ple to restore Manchu power in Manli il was ™Umes her dutjes Monchuria, the cradle of Manchu Dynasty.
n0UnC ed last ni ht
C" Martln
* J
.■k.ral-MainLnr^'aduated fr"m the By the Independence of Manchukuo.
of
neral
Ku
1928 \v
Hospital in the Japan protected the terror of the comfcf Louise uayden
jame c,ass of which munism. Manchukuo is one of the
""en, w
. resident nurse
aa "
Was
a
member.
real independent countries in the

>Irma?

y

New Brunswick
To BeOpponent
U. S. Policy Of Isolation
Will Be Topic Of Debate
At Houlton

350 Graduates
Uov. To Push Attend Annual
Old Age Aid Home-Coming

•-

-~^

,-_,

__

John J. Smith '38

Legislature to Hear Barrows' Varied Program For "Home
Speech at Special Session
Coming" Climaxed By
This. Afternoon
Athletic Victories
Old age assistance and education
are the points of emphasis of a program recommended bv Go\. Lewis O.
Barrows to a special legislative session at Augusta yesterday afternoon.
The Chief Executive ■-: scheduled to
address a joint souveution of the Senate and House at 3:30 "his af term- -n.
It is expected that his speech will
deal primarily wi i. suggestions to the
legislative leaders for providing additional money to finance old age pensions and recommendations for the
equalization of education. The entire
address will be broadcast over a radio
hook-up.
A picture of the State's financial
situation will be included in the Governor's message, and a "solution of
the problem facing the State." However, the Governor has not made public whether additional taxation or departmental economy, or both, will be
used as a solution.
One of the many bills reported being prepared for the special session is
one chartering a privately-operated
lottery intended to yield an appreciable revenue to the State.
The entire session, despite the fact
that it was assembled chiefly for the
old age and educational problems,
will not omit action on any other bill
that may be introduced to the legislature.

Economic Pressure Cause
Of Far Eastern Warfare

N;

Curiosity may have killed the
proverbial cat—but it has also
made seven prospective members
for the class of '42.
Two weeks previous to the
Back-to-Bates celebration, letters
bearing red stickers with the line,
"Back-to Bates Oct. 22-23" were
sent to graduates. One such letter was received by a member of
the '36 class, now teaching at a
Massachusetts academy.
It so happens that all mail arriving at the academy is placed
on one table, and so the sHfkera
aroused the curiosity of students.
The graduate explained where and
what Bates is. produced a yearhook, and in short order heard
seven academy inmates announce
their intentions of coming here.

Their spirit undaanted by the unfavorable weather conditions which prevailed, 350 graduates returned to the
campus over the week end and participated in the annual "Back-to-Bates"
cehbiation.
An interesting program of varied
nature, climaxed by four athletic victories by Bates during the period, was
arranged by John A. Curtis '33, assistant alumni director. Beginning with
a debate between the women of the
University of Vermont and the women of Bates in Hathorn Hall. Thursday evening, the program was carried
throughout Friday and Saturday,
closing with the Vesper Services in the
Chanel, Sunday afternoon.
Mr. Curtis was assisted by a committee of Mrs. Blanche Roberts '99,
Mrs. Aletha Harms '13, Brooks Quimby '18, Raymond L. Kendall '20 and.
Mrs. Mildred Myhrman '30. The Women's Athletic Association and the
Student Council also took part in exercises in the Chapel Sunday afternoon.
Differing from the usual procedure,
that of the alumnae and the alumni
having individual rallies, the '37
home-coming was held jointly. Facilities of Chase Hall were open for the
alumni, while the Women's Union was
the headquarters for the alumnae.
Register in Chase Hall
Registration of the former students
was held in Chase Hall, Friday and
Saturday. The oldest graduate returning was Carl S. Coffin, 1900, who is
now practicing dentistry in Pittsfield.
Mrs. Blanche Roberts, college librarian, graduated a year earlier and was
actually the oldest graduate, however
because she is a member of the faculty and on the campus, was not considered for the honors.
Friday afternoon graduates joined
the students in witnessing the Bates
Freshmen defeat Ricker in a football
contest and also the Freshman crosscountry team win their contest
against Deering High School
Mass Rally in Gym
A mass rally was held in the gymnasium Friday evening at which the
IContlnued on Fwr* Twol

Orient. There are no bandits, and no
maladministration in the country now,
as in the last Manchuria. Manchukuo
is never Japanese territory or a Japanese colony, but the good friend of
the Japanese Empire.
Anti-Foreignism In China
Is Japan the only country against
whom China has directed its anti-foreign propaganda? No, anti-foreign
sentiment has been blazed from time
to time against various nations as a
means by which selfish war-lords seek
to win support of the masses and ride
Herb Whitney's ten-piece orchestra
has been scheduled to provide the
into power.
From 1927 until just recently, anti- music at the Junior Cabaret, Nov. 12
in Chase Hall, James Reid '39, chairforeignism has been directed against man of the dance committee, anthe communist, the underlying theory nounced last night.
The price of tickets is definitely set
is, "Fight in cooperation with one for^at $2.50 a couple, and tickets may be
eign desire against another."
reserved at any time with members
Communism in China
of the committee, which includes
Outer Mongolia declared its inde- Helen Martikainen, Priscilla Houston,
pendence against China in 1920 un- Barbara Kendall, Edwin Edwards,
der Soviet sponsorship, and has been Chester Parker, and Donald Bridges,
all juniors.
completely Sovietized as Communism
has pushed westward, and has succeeded in Sovietizing the three populous provinces, Hu-Nan, Kang and
Kwangsi, which are the very heart of
Southern China. Not only that 100,If for any reason you are not re000
Communist
soldiers
riding
ceiving the STUDENT as you
Chiang-Kai Shek and Soviet Russia
should, we want to know about it.
is sending him airplanes and other
Wle are trying our best to see that
military supplies by virtue of a politiyou receive it promptly.
cal alliance between them.
The following publication dates
Whither Japan and China?
are for your convenience in checkDoes Japan need more territory to
ing the remaining 1937-38 issues
solve her over-population problem?
which you should receive.
That Japan's decent living standards
October: 13th, 20th, 27th.
are threatened by over-population is
November: 3rd, 10th, 17th, 23rd.
universally admitted. But it is eleDecember: 8th, 15th.
mentary that additional territory is
January: 6th, 12th, 19th.
and of itself has never alleviated that
February: 9th, 16th, 23rd.
problem for any nation. Japan needs
March: 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd.
a wider field for commercial expanApril: 13th, 20th, 27th.
sion and cooperation; Japan does not
May: 4th, lHh, 18th.
need nor seek military or political exPrompt notices of change in
Restriction
of
immigration
pansion.
address will insure against missing
bars the Japanese from the arth's

Herb Whitney To
Play At Cabaret

NOTICE!!
MAIL SUBSCRIBERS!

most favored areas.
rOonttnoad on Paa* Two]

copies.

Howard Becker '38
(Staff Photos)

Four Garnet Victories Spur
Football Team To Bowdoin
For the first time in history,
according to our oldest inhabitants and all available records.
Bates athletic teams compiled a
record of four victories in as many
tries in two days.
Coach Ray Thompson's crosscountry squads both turned in
easy victories Friday. The Freshman crew defeated Deering High
of Portland 23-31 although Watts
of Deering was the winner of the
race by a comfortable margin.
Meanwhile the varsity traveled to
Brunswick and just missed mak-

ing a perfect score as it defeated
Kowdoin 17-42.
On the gridiron, the Freshmen
pounded out an early lead to stop
Kicker Classical Institute, of
II null on. 13-ti, and Coach Dave
Morey's varsity showed great improvement in sloshing through
over Maine.
Definitely established as a result
of its muddy victory Saturday as
the team to beat for State honors,
the football team clashes with
Bowdoin at Brunswick Saturday.
(For stories on last week end's
victories, see page three.)

Dr. Peter Bertocci Article
Arouses Coed's Criticism
(Dr. Bertocci's article in the October which involves an entirely new set
issue of "The Journal of Higher Edu- of adjustments and is perhaps the
cation" has excited so much comment most crucial period of their lives—
about campus that Miss Kennedy's re- should not the college see that its
view is particularly timely.—Ed.)
students have some means to thread
the maze of confusion?
By Dorothy Kennedy '38
Dr. Peter A. Bertocci, in the October issue of "The Journal of Higher
l-jducation, indicts the liberal arts
college on the score of the maladjustment of its curriculum to its (avowed)
object, the object of all modern education, preparation for life. The best
preparation for life, Dr. Bertocci
feels, is a satisfactory philosphy of
life, thoughtfully built. But the liberal arts college requires the descriptive sciences—natural, biological, or
social—and leaves as optional the
normative sciences—ethics, philosophy
of religion, and aesthetics; it demands
that its students study actualities but
not the means to solutions for the
problems those actualities present; it
confuses them, but does not insist
that they take the means to clarification. These normative sciences, which
furnish the individual with the building bricks for the structure of his
life's philosophy, should be placed on
the required list of studies, along
with the descriptive sciences, or, if
necessary, in place of some of them.
Student Contradicted
It is a common college situation
that Dr. Bertocci presents; the student meets contradiction on all sides;
everything is formlessness — nothing
seems to have a definite beginning and
a growth toward a worthwhile, if far
distant, aim. Astronomy fills him with
a sense of the futility of the world,
one whirling speck among tens of
thousands; biology presents man as
"a cosmic accident"; after a study of
the civilizations of the past, he comes
to feel that the civilization he has
been so proud of will fall like those
others of time past; psychology shows
him that even the process of his own
reasoning is not trustworthy — it is
colored and twisted by .emotions and
all sorts of complexes; and an analysis of economic phenomena destroys
his hope of even that fundamental security—a means of livelihood for
himself and his family. Having deprived them of all sense of security
at this period of later adolescence,

Philosophies Differ
Dr. Bertocci assumes that the compulsory study of ethical and moral
standards, and the fundamental principles that underly all religious
thought, regardless of denomination,
will prove the cure-all for the muddled state of mind that we know is
characteristic of the college student
who is trying to reconcile his former
ideals with the mass of contrary
knowledge that is overwhelming him.
There are obstacles, however, in the
way of the successful operation of
such a compulsory program. There
are some who find a more satisfactory
philosophy of life through the descriptive sciences; who, mistakenly or not,
rind that their ideals find a firmer
foundation in laws of pure scientific
iruth than in the finest and most exalted philosophic thought; who can
live useful and unselfish lives without
any kind of religion, as the term religion is commonly understood; whose
ethical codes have their origin in the
facts of scientific actualities rather
than the aspirations of philosophical
thinking.
It is to be wondered, also, if a compulsory program of ethical and philosophical study would give as much to
those who would take it because required, as it does now to those who
have elected Ethics or Philosophy of
Religion because they want such subjects.
No matter what the difficulties in
the way of filling it, however, there
can be no doubt that the need Dr. Bertocci presents is a vital one, in our
college of liberal arts as well as those
of the rest of the nation.
He has presented the problem in a
written style that combines the force
and enthusiasm of Dr. Bertocci's
classroom lectures with the simple
clarity a thought attains when it has
been developed over a* considerable
length of time in a fine mind. Such
a presentation of such a problem has
a direct relation to every liberal arts
professor and student.

By Paul Stewart '38
John J. Smith and Howard Becker,
both seniors, will represent Bates College in an international debate against
the University of New Brunswick at
Houlton, Friday, Nov. 5, according to
an announcement made today by
Coach Brooks Quimby. The topic .of
debate will be: Resolved, That the
United States no longer pursue its
policy of international isolation. Bates
will defend the negative. It will be a
non-decision contest.
This will mark the second meeting
of the two schools in international
forensic combat. Theodore Seamon
'34 and Frank Murray '34 participated
in a contest with the Canadian University in 1934 in a trip through the
Maritime Provinces sponsored by the
National Federation of Canadian University Students. In 1935, the same
sponsor sent a Canadian debate team
made up of a representative of Dalhousie University and a representative of the University of New Brunswick to Bates College, where they debated with Carleton Mabee '36 and
William Greenwood '36. Arrangements
for the debate at Houlton will be directed by Principal Milton I^mbert of
Houlton High School.
Smith, High-Kanking Student
John Smith has been in many extracurricular activities besides being a
high-ranking student. He is one of
the highest ranking men in his class.
He is a member of Delta Sigma Rho,
national honorary forensic society.
President of the Spofford Club and
the Art Project Group, he is also a
member of the Camera Club and the
4-A Players. He has debated in the
Eastern
Intercollegiate
Debating
League.
Howard Becker is doing honors
work in economics as well as being
in many activities. He is a member
of Delta Sigma Rho, manager of
men's debating, and vice-president of
the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating
1-eague. He has been manager of the
band, and a member of the Choral Society. He is active in the Politics
Club, President of the Publishing Association, and assistant business manager of the "Mirror". He has taken
part in a number of important intercollegiate debates.

Billiard Star Will
Show Talents Here
Charles C. Peterson, one-time partner of Willie Hoppe, former world's
champion billiard artist, will give an
exhibition here late in December, Recording tQ announcement made following the first meeting of the Chase
Hall student committee last Wednesday.
Peterson represents the National
Billiards Association of America and
is making a tour of colleges and universities. He has previously appeared with Hoppe in Lewiston. The billiard artist, explaining when arrangements were being made, that he did
not object to playing on much-used
college billiard tables, said "One of
the best exhibitions I have ever given
was played on a 100-year old table in
Cuba."
Other plans include fall tournaments of billiards, pool, ping-pong,
and bowling, scheduled to begin immediately after the football season; open
house and smokers, as yet unscheduled.
The Christian Association committee who are assisting Mr. John Curtis, director of Chase Hall, in planning activities, consists of Howard
Becker '38, Gordon Williams '38, Kenneth Libby '39, Lawrence Gammon
'39, George Russell *40, and Frederick Whitten '41.

Malcolm Holmes
On Clason Key
Malcolm Holmes '40 has been elected a new member of the Clason Key
to fill the vacancy created by the aba
sence of Stanley Wass of the same
class, who is now attending Babson
Institute.
The Clason Key, originated last
year, will continue its policy of being
of service to prospective Bates students. The members, who now include
Pres. Charles Harms '38, Thomas
Reiner '39, treasurer; William Seeckts
'38, Gordon Williams '38, Chester
Parker '39, and the newly admitted
Holmes, work with Harry W. Rowe,
assistant to the Presiden,t, and with
John Curtis of the alumni department.
Present plans include the entertainment of visitors at the interscholastic
cross-country meet Nov. 6 and for any
visiting high school or prep school
pupil.
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Editor's Notes

THE
BATE STUDENT
Editor

..

(TeL 8-4121)

(Staff Contributions)

J»hn E. Leard '38

CbUe6iate Di6est

The Broken Records
The fact that victories were registered by freshman and varsity cross-country and football teams in one week end is in itself a
record; the fact that the Bowdoin varsity cross-country meet resulted in close to a perfect score is also something quite out of the
ordinary; the fact that freshmen were allowed to doff their skull
caps as a result of football victory is another achievement which
had not been made since the hat and game tie-up was introduced
three years ago. Such was part of the significance of last week end.
No doubt many were surprised at Bates teams steamrolling
through a perfect week end, sportingly speaking, but few were
more surprised than the players themselves. "We're a superstitious lot," one varsity football star said after the game, "and I
thought we couldn't take Maine. Friday night our bus went off the
road going out to West Auburn; when we finally got there the
waitress took one of the prettiest tumbles I've ever seen. The only
tiling we missed was a black cat, but we ruined that superstition by
battering the black bear Saturday." And so they did!
Thanks, athletes, for helping make the many returning alumni
and friends of the college forget the storm. Congratulations, athletes, on showing them and us that Bates teams, per promise, are
still "in there fighting" and, incidentally, breaking records for subsequent generations to shoot at.

In Case You Haven't Heard .

.

.

A New Jersey man has grown a new American sweet potato
that has no starch in it. "For fat people," the inventor explains . ..
American bakers use about six million pounds of honey annually
. . . According to the Dept. of Agriculture, 10.5 quarts of milk are
required to make a pound of butter,... The highest inhabited place
in the world is the Buddhist monastery of Ilaine, in Tibet. It is
17,000 feet above sea level... The Bible itself is common property,
but various special or revised editions of it are copyrighted. A
Bible publisher, for instance, may copyright his system of indexing or his illustrations . . . Just to remind Massachusetts residents what they owe to the cod fish, ah image of that species is
kept over the desk of the speaker of the Mass. House of Representatives . . .

350 Graduates At
Annual Homecoming
.. ..„,„,i fr„m p.,,,, nnel

graduate ^;.u students alike let go
their cheers and pledges of support to
the football team which met the University of Maine eleven Saturday. The
proe-ram for the rally, supervised by
Webb Wright '38 and Barclay Dorman
'38. members of the Student Council,
included selections by the band, songs
and cheers by the group, sketches and
speeches. Speakers at the rally were
Dave Morey, head football coach, Elizabeth Swan '41, Captain Dick Preston
*38, and Charles Cooke '38. Two skits,
both depicting Bates' victory over
Jlaine, were presented by students
from Roger Williams Hall and John
Bertram Hall.
Nationwide Sing of "Bobcat"
The college football song, "The Bobcat", was sung throughout the nation
by various alumni clubs as well as
those actually present at the homecoming at 8:15 p. m. Telegrams were
received from the Southern California
Bates Alumni Club, Los Angeles, Cal.,
and the Cleveland Alumni Club, Cleveland, Ohio.
Saturday morning- graduates answered the Hathorn Hall bell and attended classes with the students. President Clifton D. Gray gave an address of welcome to the former stu-

m

ents in the Chapel exercises, which
varied from the ordinary with a program of anthems by the choir. The
entire morning was devoted to the
Professors' Open House, in Chase
Hall, where old acquaintances between professor and student were renewed.
Luncheons Served
Ninety-seven members of the alumni and alumnae attended the buffet
luncheons in Chase Hall Saturday
noon, which were under the direction
of Dr. William H. Sawyer '13 and Miss
Mabel E. Eacon '10, assistant librarian. The luncheons were sponsored
by the College Club and the Bates
Key Association, of which Miss Eaton
is president.
A tea served by Mrs. Myhrman,
Prof. Lena Walmsley, of the Women's
Physical Education Department, and
Miss Margaret Fahrenholz, sponsored
by the Women's Athletic Association,
following the game Saturday afternoon, was attended by 150.
Two hundred and fifty couples attended the annual dance, sponsored
by the Varsity Club, held in the gymnasium, Saturday evening, under the
direction of Courtney Burnap '38.
Rev. Dr. Robert Calhoun, professor
of the Philosophy of Religion, Yale
University, who is listed as one of the
outstanding religious thinkers of the
present day, was the speaker at the
Vesper Service. Music was furnished
by members of the College choir.

.^By Lea

COLLEGE CALENDAR
Friday, Oct. 29—
4:00 International Tea: Hacker
House.
7:00 Football Rally; Alumni Gym.

Managing Editor
Edward Fishman '38
(STUDENT Office Tel. 4490)
(The Auburn News Tel. 3010)
Saturday, Oct. 30—
2:00 Varsity football, vs. Bowdoin;
Assistant: William Torrey '38. Staff: Leonard Jobraclc'39, Donald Williams
'39, Lois 1'hilbrick '39, Ruth Kobbins '39, Robert Hulsizer '40, Marie Dodge
Brunswick.
Cross-country, State Meet; at Wa'40, Pauline Chayer '40.
terville.
News Editor
(Tel. 8-3364)
Roland Martone '39
Departmental assistants: Science, John Kenney '39; Alumni, Robert Hul- Sunday. Oct. 31—
3:30 Student Government tea; Rand
sizer '40; Debating, Paul Stewart '38. Reporters: Mark Lelyveld '40,
Hall.
Ira Nahikian '40.
Monday, Nov. 1—
Women's Editor
(TeL 3207)
■••
Marion Welsch '38
8:00 Chapel lecture; Chapel.
Semester Bills due today.
Departmental assistants: Features, Helen Dickinson '38; Society, Margaret
• • *
Bennett '38; Exchanges, Mary Dale '38; From the News: Irene Lee '38;
W. A. A., Eleanor Smart '39.
CHAPEL QUOTES
Reporters: Ruth Robbins '39, Lois Philbrick '39, Pauline Chayer '40, Caroline
Hayden '40, Barbara Buker '39, Patricia Hall '39, Dorothy Collins '39.
Monday, Oct. 18
"It is interesting to see how ideas
Sports Editor
(Tel. 8-4121)
Samuel E. Leard '38
spread . . . Individualism has become
Reporters- George Lythcott '39, Leonard Jobrack '39, John McCue '40, How- a great political issue. I wish to talk
ard Kennev '40, John Wilson '40, Mark Lelyveld '40.
on moral individualism. It is up to
Staff Photographer
Richard Fullerton '38 the individual to make his decision
and it is not for him to accept the
Business Manager
(TeL 2103-M)
Robert Chalmers '38
issues of his group . . . Moral progress demands that the individual
Advertising Manager
(Tel. 8-3363)
Robert Rimmer '39
must make up his mind that this is
right and this is wrong. . . Jesus made
ATIONAL AOVCRTIBINO »T
KIPKCSINTID
His own judgment of what was right
National Advertising Service, Inc. and
Published Wednesday during the college
wrong, and so, morally, as well
Collttr PMithrrs Btpnuntolit*
year by Students of Bates College.
as scientifically, it must be done in420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
dividually to make upward steps in
CHIC.CO • BOJTOH - los AM.i.J - s«« F..HCIKO
morals."—Dr. H. H. Britan, Professor of Philosophy.
Entered
as
second-class
matter
at
the
1937
Member
1938
Wednesday, Oct. 20
Post Office, Lewiston, Maine.
Pissockied Cblle&ide Press
"... A special student took the
Freshman
in and poured on him the
$2.50 per year
Subscription . . .
Distributor of
oil of understanding. Which of these
in advance
three thinkest thou proved neighbor
unto him ? Go thou and do likewise."
—Dr. Fred Mabee, Professor of Chemistry.

The student body, through the "Student", expresses sincere
sympathy to Mrs. Mildred Childs, secretary to Pres. Gray, on her
recent bereavement.

Campus Camera

Thursday, Oct. 21
"The most wonderful of ancient
monuments in the world is in Egypt;
it is the Sphinx. There the old image
stands . . . symbolic of immortality ...
One student asked, 'Is the universe
friendly?' . . . Your attitude in life depends on the mental response to that
question . . . Today the world is standing at armed attention—two thousand
years after the Son was sent from
Bethlehem ... I am one of those who
believe that we must hold to the
view that men are friendly . . . We've
hurled disarmament into a pit. B.ut
it is a friendly world and God wants
us to build a world where it is friendly
for every man and woman . . .may it
become a world friendlier in your generation than in ours."—Dr. Harry
Holmes, World Fellowship Foundation, New York.
Friday, Oct. 22
"From earliest times forms, ceremonies and rituals have been used to
express religious emotion . . . These
rituals have changed from time to
time. Ted Shawn was a student »t
California when he became interested
in dance as a means of religious experience . . . There is a, tendency today
to introduce more of ritual . . . We,
nere, use the ritual as part of our
service ... It unifies the body in one
service. When we read the responses
we are all taking part in the service.
—Prof. Grosvenor Robinson, Dept. of
Public Speaking.

Dr. Storm Reports
Leprosy In Arabia
Information of Dr. Storm's recent
>t
* tn =nrvev the Arabian Peninat em P
t o Jdl leprosv has recently
come to Bates College- Dr. Storm ,s
financed by the Board of Foreign Mission" that has its headquarters in New
York cfty. Once each year the student of fhe College contribute to the
Storm fund which is placed at his
disposal. His findings in th.> Add
were of great importance to the In
ternational Leprosy Association.
For ten months Dr. Storm examined
all suspicious skin diseases as thoroughly as the political situation, difficulties of travel and non-cooperat.on
of the local medical forces would allow He discovered that profound i?norance exists among government
medical officers concerning leprosy,
and linked with this ignorance is the
complete inadequacy of the local departments. The authorities, for example, see no cause for alarm in the
fact that two men with leprosy were
found to be bakers in the local bazaar.

...... fatalistic
***vnli;,UC view
1
hold the
lha(
is always incurable,
try to help therSvel"1 lhej,»Kl
Dr Storm state.; that th,
number of cases were Wextreme southwestern eJ^
insula. In spite „f i;.~ „
one area only nine sm-U k *"
maintained outside of » SJ*
...v:..u _ii .L. i
' « Vi
which all the leper; are Lfi"8*
^nfinei",
ep rtS
of
he proved did nol »,
and, although she was all" ? .
turn to the village the p„|
was so strong that she was t ''^
return.
"~""«(
Dr. Storm believes that at i
leprosarium should he
this section to
against the transfer of focjP
present site into unTOntanywj
ritory.
Dr Storm's survey „
since leprosy is essentially fo,,-I
distribution, medical
concentrate on these poinSl'*'!
cere attempt to rid th i .j^*"*!
Natives' Terror
disease. He wished |
Contrary to the indifference evi- that contributions are always J
denced bv the medical officers is the able in aiding himl: to carry a
natives' terror of the disease. Ihey endeavors in this

Much Ado About Campus
By ED

Musical Mix-Up
There is no song Batesonians would rather warble, regardless
of the recent co-ed poll favoring the "Smoker", than the "Bobcat",
because that particular composition connotes victory—the mauling
of Maine for instance. But due to the high spirit and spirits,
evoked by the grid win Saturday, many found it difficult to keep
the original words to the tune of the victory song.
It was discovered much to every-1
one's surprise, that the tune of the
first few lines of the "Bobcat" was
similar to the tune of the beginning of
that likewise popular song, "The
Merry-go-round Broke Down". Anyhow, the Bates horses stubbornly refused to run in Maine's merry-goround, and so the University lads had
to sing a different tune.

•

•

•

Football Fate
The Bobcats, who nearly shook
hands with fate when the bus in which
they were returning to the campus
Friday night almost tipped over, need
not feel that they were the only grid
men whom the evil gods wore trying
to handicap. The Duke University
pigskin men were almost made to look
ike an accident going somewhere to
happen, when the passenger train in
which they were travelling hit a milk
train near Portland, Pa., Sunday. The
team, which hardly had a chance to
say goodby to Morpheus, was quite
shaken up. Four trainmen were injured.

•

•

•

Much water has passed under the
bridge since we last saw many of the
people who followed the Bobcat h. me
this week end. Even "The Sun" caught
the beaming faces of Birdie Martin
and Barney Marcus at the rally Friday night, and, while we're on the
rally, little Frankie Brown, the sensational "Victory" of the show and
for whom many of the eds were reported looking with dance-wise glances Saturday, returned from the dance
with a girl's slipper. Said Frank, "I
don't know who the Cinderella is; I
guess I'll have to start on a house-tohouse canvas if I don't find her soon.
. . . (Adv. inserted bv lost and found
dep't . . . this item is exclusive . . . not
to be posted on the bulletin board!)
And Jack Leard won the "prize" with
much ease Friday night. . . he is carrying Hazel Turner away with the
same finesse. In plain English, it's
about time!
One catastrophe of the evening: the
bus taking the football boys to the
Hunnewell Homestead ran off the road
. . . the greatest injury was sustained
by Cotton Hutchinson, who ripped the
seat of his pants! "Extraordinary'
was it to have Damon Stetson '36,
Montclair, N. J., newspaperman, back
on campus when Luella Manter was
in the infirmary; college authorities
agreed, so the visitor was given a
"special per" and Damon saw Luella
anyway. Astonishing to see Marjorie
Jansen and Don Patridge making
merry together Friday night ... but
everyone was merry . . . even Eddie
Fishman was seen wending his way
gaily downtown with the Ca-utest
little blonde affair on his arm.
Saturday night the alumni reigned
at the dance . . . Representative Dow
went about kissing all his old girl
friends with great Joy. Milt Glazier
glided his way about the floor with

diamond jubilee in 1897 and at the
coronation of King Edward VII in
1902 and a member of the peace commission that closed the Spanish-American War in 1898. Chancellor of the
Board of Regents of the University of
New York, he was also a member of
the board of trustees of Leland Stanford Junior University and of the advisory board of t_he Columbia School
of Journalism. He saw the American
press grow from the instrument *>f individuals into a great institution and
helped shape the outcome which gives
the press the prestige it has today.
A University of Iowa professor says
he has devised an "emotion meter"
which measures the capacitv of one's
mood for love by the perspiration in
the palm of the hand.
Yale University students last year
received a total of $1,154,100 in the
form of fellowships, scholarships,
loans and earnings. Of this sum, more
than half came directly to students
from the university; 86 per cent of the
earnings were secured through the assistance of the bureau of appointments.
Princeton frosh favor Chief Justice
Hughes over Pres. Roosevelt as the
"greatest living American", with
Henry Ford running third, and Col.
Charles Lindbergh fourth. They also
have a 4-1 preference for a Phi Beta
Kappa key over the big athletic letter.
(Continued from 1-age One)
The new class is of the. opinion that
more campus prestige and college inEver - heightening
tariff
walls
fluence pertain to the editorship of the throughout the world make it increascollege newspaper than to the captain
ingly difficult for Japan to sell her
of the football team or the presidency
finished products in the world market.
of the senior class.
Unless she can sell, she cannot buy
the essential raw materials necessary
for her national existence. China: with
its vast areas of rich lands is essentially an agricultural country, while
Her policy is that of maintaining the
status quo as long as British interests Japan with its dense population and
will be conserved and protected. The skilled technology, has the requireonly hopeful note arising from this ments of an industrial nation. Geoattitude is that international coopera- graphical proximity is a further nattion for deciding controversial issues
ural advantage. Japan's products are
will be employed more extensively.
The Spanish refugees in France are particularly suited to the requiresore hit by France's latest decision to ments of 400,000,000 people whose
send back tot Spain all men between 18 standards of life and comfort are
and 48. This will affect even those quite different from, those of the Westwho are financially independent; and
place in a difficult position those who ern peoples. Economic cooperation
favor neither the insurgents nor the between any two peoples must have
government forces. How this act will as it foundation mutual good will and
affect the issues of war remains to be respect.
As a means for the
seen.
political
unification
of
China
Farm Aid Care
the Central Chinese government has
The surplus crop problem is before
the nation once more. An unusually pursued a set policy of encouraging
favorable season has produced such and directing anti-Japanese propaabundant crops that food prices have ganda as a means of arousing nationfallen considerably, and made the po
al consciousness among the people. It
sition of the farmer precarious.
President Roosevelt has suggested has revised the public school text
an agriculture measure to safeguard books, with distorted facts and false
the farmer's income as well as their conclusions designed to engender in
soil fertility; provide for the storage
of reserve food supplies, and assure the minds of the young perpetual contempt and hatred for their neighbor.
control of crop surpluses.

Orphic Society
The members of the Orphic Society
as announced by Prof. Seldon T.
Crafts, are: Violins, George Windsor
'38, Ruth Stoehr '39, Ruth Brown '39,
Ann Cleveland '40, Gordon Wheeler
'40, Bernice Lord '40, Mary Gozonsky
'40, David Weeks '41, Robert Fuller
'39, Marion Thomas '41, Elizabeth
Koberts '41, Sylvia Poor '41; cellos,
Martha French '40, Rowena Fairchild
'41, Deborah Pratt '41, Betty-Mae
Scranton '41; bass viol, Mary Rice
'41; flutes, Mary Chase '38, Marguerite Mendall '41; clarinets, Eleanor
Cook '40, David Howe '39; bassoon,
Robert Ireland '40; trumpets, Malcolm Holmes '40, Harry Shepherd '40,
Stanton Smith '41; horn, Donald-Curtis '39; trombone, Winston Keck '38;
percussion, Gilman McDonald '38,
Donald Russell '41; piano, Marita
Dick '39.

By Irene Lee '38
War in the Orient
The eyes of the world are directed
toward the forthcoming nine-power
parley at Brussels, Belgium, this Saturday, in the hope that there an effective plan may be suggested for settling the Chinese-Japanese "war".
Japan, however, may hinder negotiations, inasmuch as she has asked for a
postponement of the conference. This
dissenting attitude no doubt arises
from an inward resentment engendered by the lateness of Belgium'* invitation to her.
It is nevertheless, felt that the determined stand of China against Nippon's unwarranted invasions of her
integrity and territorial rights may
prompt a reversal of the above feeling. The Oriental finds it peculiarly
difficult to "lose face" under any circumstances. Therefore, Japan may
find negotiations more satisfying in
the long run in attaining her objectives.
Meanwhile, the war threatens to
surpass past, conflicts in bloodshed and
wanton destruction. Life is so cheap
in the Orient that the individual views
death dispassionately; how that death
may come about is of no monumental
concern to a people prepared for a
life-and-death struggle.
Spanish Riddle Still Unsolved
While the insurgents under Franco
are slowly gaining victory after victory in Spain, the leading nations are
attempting solution to the problem of
ending the 15 months old conflict.
Mussolini's opposition to the proposed
conference on the Spanish situation
has abated, this undoubtedly due to
Hitler's intervention and* advice. As
both Fascist countries are still unprepared for a major conflict, this attitude of conciliation is not surprising.
England's own insufficiency in war
materials also prevents that power
from taking more drastic action in
settling international controversies.

Val Kimball. . . . Ruth Coan!
ise Geer were there with their^.
pective "is-to-be's." Last yearjy
G. president, Carol Wad
kicks, Doris Howes, "Beans" Jtjy
Kay Emig . . . Delia Davis andpj
Betty Winston ... all looking i,
younger than when they were)
. . . there must be sometime
the World outside! Another 1
Romance which is pi icticalbi
and sealed was dancii g aroaaiH
form of "Happy" Walker aaj|
Webber. Mr. and Mrs. Robert!
Bob and Roberta to us. and Hopn
Art Danielson were among thei
piest looking couples . .. therei
something to this getting najj
business after all.
Plenty of people .'. ked hardu
here this weekend. Jane Martin,
die Hathaway. Kitty Thoma.-,
Howie Becker started out bm .\'i
York Friday nigh', at 5 p.m. in Hal
away's car . . . got as far as Stall
Springs and the car stopped..
was discovered that they could |
about a mile at a time if Howie
into the gas tank ... so at 5 fM
urday they puffed into Bates.
Maclnnes and Dolores Shreblum
all night from New
- -1
inspiration to Dick I'reston ami
Eaton respectively . . . and did
do it! Ten minutes :::'ter the
the two boys were pounding the
up to Rand Hall. Jeannette W
'37, Norm Taylor '.::. R
zie '37, and Art llelsher '38
pretty self-satisfied, just inch
But there were plenty of
weren't there . . . and did w
them.
The most thrilling part "f the
end was the 7-0 score and the (
est was when someone tried to t
the rally how we could save the
sum of twenty-five cents! After.

Trade Suppression Primel
Cause Of Far East Wa\

FROM THE NEWS

La Petite Academie
At a cabin party at Thorncrag Tuesday, La Petite Academie opened its
year's activities. Spaghettis la Prof,
iiertocci, and group singing of French
songs led by Prof. Seward united to
make the evening successful.

one CS

Cat Calls ...

Is That A Fact?
CLUB NOTES
Today is the 100th anniversary of
Heelers and 4-A
the birth of Whitelaw Reid, editor of
Prof. Grosvenor Robinson, faculty the New York "Tribune" for forty
advisor, at a joint meeting of Heeler years, and sponsor of the linotype maand 4-A Clubs, Monday evening, wel- chine which revolutionized printing. At
comed the new members and discussed his death, Dec. 15, 1912, Reid was
briefly the aims of the organizations. Ambassador to the Court of St. James,
a post which he held for seven years.
He was Minister to France from 1889
Macfarlane
The new members of Macfarlane to 1892, Republican candidate for the
vice-presidency in the latter year, speClub furnished the entertainment at cial ambassador at Queen Victoria's
the club meeting Monday. Eleanor
Cook '40 played a clarinet solo. Arrangements were in charge of Dorothy Weeks '39.
Camera Club
Dr. Paul Woodcock of the physics
department led a discussion of the
work of colleges in the camera field
and Richard Fullerton, president, explained developing negatives, at a
meeting of the Camera Club Friday.
The members discussed plans for a
snapshot contest, with the prize an
enlargement of the winning snapshot.
This first contest is limited to members of the club.

l ° . *» ?*

Mexico's Social Revolution
While the rest of the world is engrossed in foreign controversies, our
neighbor to the south is promoting social and economic reforms of a very
revolutionary character. Pres. Cardenas is attempting to make Mexico
into a more modern and efficient country, despite adverse criticisms and
charges of "Communism" hurled by
the church and the landowners most
sorely affected by the new program.
Foremost in these changes is the
return of the land to the people, who
until recently lived on a plane of feudalism similar to that of the American
sharecropper. Labor standards are being raised, especially of those workers
employed by foreign interests in Mexico; public education is being sponsored on a large scale; and Catholic-

Needless to add, China's 'domestic
economic development has been seriously jeopardized by the disorderly
and lawless conditions in China, affording the people no protection
against banditry, taxation tantamount
to confiscation and the overnight destruction by Communism of ancient
moral, social, and economic values
The Japanese Empire asks only
ism has been shunted into~the back"
ground as an influence subversiveto
the interests of the people.
How far this progressive policv continues and succeeds will U JL ,
pend on non-foreign '^1°" ' d?"
behalf of its own interest
At0" m
rate, the experiment is?S-W Ji"1 my
vocative of thought &£££&£*

that it be permitted t< carry or,
and commerce peacefully and i
larly in free compel m with i
nations. The Chinese people
selves will decide whose goods to
and with whom to tr de. Jap*"
vocated the "Open Door rVtffj
China's commercial relati
When the recent untoward even:'
curred in Lu Kovv Chiao, the W
nese government. .. :
non-aggravation, sought to effect*
amicable settlement by the Iocs''
'horities on the spot. Truce on £
eral occasions was agreed "P0"'
were repeatedly violated by an"
and recalcitrant Chine* »Wie» '
the other hand the Central &**\
ment at Nanking f..r »{*•*_'
tion, refused to recognize Mff
settlement, and sent mon
North China in violation °f th(1j
tary agreement of 1935, Iff
China promised to refrain fr»|5
ing her armies into that aream
to prevent the ui.
.The Japanese government W^
compelled
to
send <
.
forces to China for
'
her rights and property- **"
mobilized her army on a war
Japan had no choice but ti
wise. In its wider aspects, the
tion of the Sino-Japanese din's
is a matter of grave conceH
entire world. But it must be
ted, as was admitted by the
Report, that no solution, no
what its terms may be, can e'
fruitful if an adequate rapp^
ment between China and JaP4" '"
secured.
The two-year period of lrU1
operation has proved the P«*
ity of Sino-Japanese r^1"10'
Japan has then maintained «>»
of rapprochement en '"e
equality and mutuarrespec'Despite the ensuing oCC
the
Japan still maintains that
tion of China alone can decide
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ipobcat Ready To Claw Bowdoin Polar Bear Saturday
anavan And Reid Return To
Lister Squad Of Backfield Men
. filled to appease his appeP^i
e iks he slashed from the
the
/ »n tlie
!* Ir?ZZ
iw last week, a hungry
UC
fciiitf Bl! ' V'«m "talk the Bowdoin
i • „- B" ,'',. his Brunswick lair Sat-He seek revenge for consecuto
the past two years.
" 'iiU""'Veil-Barred but confident
'■ ! -,-,,! Cat that will unleash
i i"' 19 this.. week end and the vicbeU on Hathorn Hall marring
'aesnite the fact that Bow' JJeavv favorite to capture
^series honors.
Canavan. Reid Back
r.met .-iiuad suffered no se, *?2» against Maine, and they
ri
""V"iv'.'n further strengthened by
„ ,,f two backfield men, Joe
- rtIn and Ji»> Reid, who will be
P"? ,, TO if needed. The victory
f'%. hiS seas of Garcelon Field
I
lifted the morale of the team

r^7hiB!«*t

catchers and they have reserves standing two deep behind them. The tackles, starting with Corey and Broe,
are just as plentiful. Harold Ashkenazy, who received all-New England
mention last year, leads a list of seven
guards who may see action. His running mate will be either Loeman or
Walden.

leveI sinee the season

Seven-Pointer

Cross Country
MenLookGood
For State Meet

Steady At Guard

Both Maine And Bates Have
Romped Over Colby

This Fall

Nicholson Good
The Polar Bears will have Basil
Nicholson, a senior, at center. At.
Brunswick, he is regarded as the
equal, if not the superior, to Dick
Preston.

When the football team is battling
Bowdoin at Brunswick on Saturday,
the varsity cross-country team will be
trying for State honors in a meet at
Waterville with Maine and Colby.
Bowdoin, as usual, is not meeting the
other Maine colleges until the New
Englands, the first of next month.
Bates and Maine far outclass Colby,
as both teams have romped over the
Perkins-coached team. The Bates
team won by the score of 18-41 while
the Jenkins-coached team from Orono
led by 20-37.

In addition to being out-manned on
the line, the Bobcats will be continually harassed by a host of hard-running backs with plenty of experience.
I'pperclassmen will remember Dave
Soule, who started an avalanche of
Bowdoin touchdowns against Bates
last year with an 85-yard return of a
kick-off to score. He will start at one
halfback position with either Bo Melindy, Benny Karsokas, or possibly
Claude Frazier as his running mate.
Little Bobby Smith, a great blocker
and signal caller, will start at quarterback and Johnny Frye, who does most
of the punting and passing, will be at
full.

e

Maine Game Shows Bates Line
Improved Since Tufts Tilt
By George Lythcott '39
In marked contrast to their exhibition down at Tufts more than a week
ago, the Garnet linemen, working with
clock-like precision, were immovable
as the sphinx, holding Maine's Bears
well at bay, after the Garnet backs
had driven 76 yards for the only tally
of the 7-0 game with Maine here Saturday.
Austin Briggs, as far as the Bears
were concerned, was the chief Bates
offender, for, time after time he slashed through the oozy mire, behind excellent interference, for consistent
gains. Briggs almost personally conducted the sustained drive which terminated as his bulky mud-laden form
crossed the Bear goal line, unscathed,
on a lateral Bass from fullback Dennis Healy.
Quarterback Brud Morin's canny
field generalship and his classy punting, combined with a line, led by Capt.
Dick Preston, Gus Clough, and Charlie
Cooke, which tackled savagely, never
allowed the Pale Blue forces to become a threat and the seven points
scored in the opening minutes of the
second period were as good as 700.
Only once was the Bates forward
wall and secondary taken by surprise,
for Rod Elliot, on the ancient spread
formation, waded through 55 yards of
mud and most of the Bates team to
score a touchdown. The touchdown
was disallowed, since the Bears had
only six men on the scrimmage line,
instead of the required seven.
The game was played in a torrential
downpour, the gridiron as soggy as a
Chinese rice field, and the ball as
heavy as a 16-lb. shot all were factors which definitely thwarted the
highly vaunted, tricky Maine offense.
Only once did quarterback Fran Smith
seek to gain yards by an aerial, Xnd
it was definitely incomplete.
Considering they condition of the ball
and the thoroughly drenched players,

there were comparatively few fumbles. Both teams fumbled twice, all
of the miscues coming in the final period.
The summary:
Bates—7
'—Maine
Alexander, Reed, le
re, Gowell, Shute
McDonough, Daikus, It
rt, Hayes, Blackwell
Perkins, Dorman, lg
rg, Reidman, Shannon, Verrill
Preston, Crooker, c
c, Lees, Burr
Clough, Moser, rg .... lg. Cook, Fish
Eaton, rt
It, Gleason, Mayo
Cooke, re
re, Hamlin, Sherry
Morin, qb
qb, F. Smith, Hussey
Hutchinson, Briggs, lhb
rhb, Elliot, Drew
Frost, King, rhb
lhb, Rogers
Healey, fb
fb, Gerrish, Mallett, L. Smith
Score by periods:
Bates
0 7 0 0—7
Scoring: Touchdown, Briggs. Point
after touchdown, Briggs (rush). Referee, P. N. Swaffield (Brown); umpire, E. J. Shaughnessey (B. U.);
linesman, F. T. Donahue (Boston College); field judge, R. G. Gustafson
(New Hampshire). Time, four 15minute periods.
Statistics of the game by Bates
News Bureau;
Bates Maine
First Downs
6
4
Yards Gained Rushing . - 125
119
Yards Lost Rushing ... 44
16
Yards Penalized
0
25
Forward Passes
1
2
Completed Forwards -.
0
Yards Gained Passing
0
3
Yards Lost, Passes
8
0
Average Punts
32
Punts Run Back, Yards .. 19
50
Fumbles
2
2
Fumbles Recovered
3
1

AUSTIE BRIGGS
GUS CLOUGH
Bates is undefeated, having won
Starting his first game in the ballPlaying his usual steady game at from Northeastern, Colby, and Bowguard, Gus Clough, converted center, doin. Maine lost to New Hampshire, carrying left-halfback position. Briggs
was one of the line standouts in the 27-28. Last year's State champion, scored all seven points against Maine,
Bates victory over Maine. He will Clifford, is leading the Pale Blue with running behind good interference and
start at right guard Saturday at I Smith, last year's freshman New Engline blocking.
Bowdoin.
i land champion, pushing him. Jackson,
: Whicher, Dequine, and Hartwell, toI gether with Hersey, make up the rest
The probable line-ups:
! of the team.
Bates
Bowdoin
' A sophomore, Gardiner, leads Colby,
Alexander, le
le, Fitts
with Stevens also in the running. The
McDonouglj, It
It, Corey
I rest of the Colby team are not likely
Perkins, lg
lg, Loeman
Preston, c
c, Nicholson Drury, Quigley Tie Bates Leader to affect the score of the Bates team. Belliveau, Buccigross, Topham,
Clough, rg
rg. Ashkenazy
Tebbetts, Lerette Look Good
Bates' chances rest in Don Bridges,
for Second Place Honors as
Eaton, rt
rt, Broe
who was named acting captain, Dana
at Hat Doffing
Cooke, re
re, Newman
Wallace, who has been out with a bad
Deering Man Wins
Morin, qb
qbv Smith
ankle but ran well against Bowdoin,
Briggs, lhb .. lhb, Melindy, Karsokas
Harry Shepherd, and Courtney BurFreshman hats came off with a bang
Frost, rhb
rhb, Soule
Although he could get no better nap, together with Al Rollins who had Fridav afternoon as the Bobkittens
Healey, fb
fb, Frye than a tie for second place, Dick Nick- shoe trouble in last week's meet.
pounded out a 13-6 victory over Ricker
erson led the Freshman hill and dale
Classical Institute. Taking the lead
team for the third consecutive time as
early in the game, the Freshmen
they defeated Deering High School of
staved off the Ricker onslaught by
Portland 23-34. Nickerson was tied
fine defensive and offensive play which
by Warren Drury and Dwight Quigwas far superior to that shown in the
ley behind Watts of Deering.
Bridgton game of the week before.
By Sam Leard '38
Within five minutes of the opening
One of the surprise performances of
whistle the Bates yearlings had done
l-iair Champions???
one-quarter hours a day five days £ the race was turned in by Dick
their scoring for the afternoon. Three
. The Bates cross-country
team week from 3 to 6:15 p. m. If you con- Thompson, son of Coach Ray, who
With basketball practice getting nlays after the kick-off Art Belliveau,
l-tands a good chance of taking the sider that they practice twice a day placed eighth and entered the scoring underway in other colleges on the Freshman backfield star, ran off his
Eastern coast, those candidates who
■ State meet at Waterville as shown by during pre-season training "ou could column for the first time.
With First and Triple
The Freshman B squad will meet are not already engaged in active own risrht tackle, cut through the
I
irins "ver Colby and Bowdoin. easily add another 50 hours. It is
Ricker
secondary
defense,
and
outTie for Second
Scarboro
High
this
afternoon
while
cross-country and football work are
■Although Bowdoin.is not in the meet, impossible to estimate the number
team A will finish the interscholastic now entering their second week of raced safety man Downey in a 62-yard
of
miles
a-football
is
thrown
during
■the rare last Friday indicates a powseason against Portland later in the preliminary training for the coming dash for the goal. An attempted droperful Bati team. Maine may pull a a practice session.
kick for the extra point, by BucciThe Bates cross-country team, by
The
cross-country
team
spends
on
week.
season. Actual hoop work will prob- gross, failed. A few minutes later a decisively trouncing Bowdoin 17-42 at
■surprise, but their 20-37 victory over
There
will
be
an
inter-class
meet
an
average
an
hour
a
day
for
seven
ably not start until after the football 70-yard march ended when Bucri- Brunswick last Friday, gave indioaI
ist Friday indicates that they
to eight weeks. Althoueh the fresh- over the Freshman course next week. season. The squad will thus have gross bucked his way over from the tion that it is headed for its first State
lack a strong fourth and fifth man.
In
this
race
the
score
will
be
tabumen
spend
only
from
11
to
16
minabout two months of training before
Although the doping of the State
championship
since
lated on a dual basis between the the first scheduled game with North- 4-yard line and then rushed the extra cross-country
|>leet in track was far from correct utes in going over the route they
point. Substitutions somewhat even- 1930. Don Bridges led the parade over
Freshmen
and
Sophomores
as
well
as
■here is a possible summary of the spend up to fifteen minutes working
eastern on Jan. 8.
ed the play for the remainder of the the five and a half mile course in 30
with the wall weight in the gym. If in the customary manner.
■meet, providing Dana Wallace runs.
minutes and 44 seconds.
No list of official candidates has game.
The Deering High sumrrjry:
1 Won bv Clifford (M); 2, Bridges you take an average freshman's workIn the middle of the third period.
been published, but about twenty-two
Harry Shepherd, Courtney Burnap,
Bates:
2,
Nickerson,
Quigley,
Drur.v;
out
during
the
week,
you
find
that
on
|iV.-.„ walWe (B); 4, Smith (M);
8, Thompson; 9, Glover; 13, Anderson. stars of last winter's interclass lea<*ue Ricker opened up with a passing at- and Dana Wallace all came across the
Monday
he
probablv
does
three
miles.
15, Rollins iV.r. 6, Burnap (B); 7,
that was climaxed by a 25-yard line in a triple tie as Bates nearly
Deering: 1, Watts; 5, Ahem; 7, Fos- will probably form the heart of the tack
1 Shepherd (B);8, Jackson (M); 9, Gar- For the next three days he goes at
first court team at Bates since post- touchdown heave from Downey to Bu- made a perfect score of 15 points.
ter:
10,
Van
Grundy;
11,
Harmon;
\i,
varying
speeds
over
the
regular
Idinei- (Cl; 10, Stevens (C); 11, Foster
bar. Hurried passing and intercep- It might have been a perfect score if
war days.
tions broke up any further attempts a spike hadn't come through Al Rol1(B); 12, Whicher (M): 13, Chaven- course of two miles. Generally on OH ton; 14, Becker.
Time:
10:39.
of Ricker scoring through the air. As lins' shoe. Al tried running barefoot
Ireau (C); 14, Dequine (M); lo, Hart- Thursday he jogs out to the brook and
the game ended the Freshmen were and ended up by wearing^ his shoes
I . M(; 16, Driscoll (C); 17, Du- back for a total of a mile. Friday is
well on the way to a third touchdown. on the wrong feet.
IWors iHi: 18, Fernald (C); 19, Fitts the race over the two-mile course.
In his warming up he goes probThe Freshman line, paced by tackles
1(C), iln-i . (M); 20, Chase (C).
The field was well bunched until the
Tebbetts and Topham, played a fine
S. !v Bates 2.3, Maine 39, Colby 66. ably about two miles in the week, so
that at the end of the week he has run
By Eleanor Smart '39
brand of ball with Belliveau and Buc- three-mile mark with Bridges, Rollins,
14 miles or 98 miles for the season.
Graduates and students met again cigross doing some outstanding ball and Hyde, of Bowdoin, taking turns at
Let's take a look at the varsity.
Saturday after the game at the Back- carrying. Bubar and Tarbell in the holding the lead. Then Hyde, the only
| lime and Distance
Earlv in the week they run more than
Thirteen invitations were sent out to-Bates Tea at Chase Hall to talk line and Downey in the backfield car- Bowdoin man who had had much exIt has been estimated that the Bates their 5-mile course for endurance. This
perience, faded, and Rollins developed
ried the brunt of the Ricker attack.
Itwtball team are working in their Monday on their weekly over distance by Coach C. Ray Thomspson Monday over old times. Familiar faces were
his faulty footgear. Bowdoin was
everywhere, a large majority being
Summary:
■football uniforms about 400 hours dur- work-out they ran for 45 minutes to to teams to compete in the second anhandicapped by the loss of Young, its
last year's class. The rain that Bates 1941
Ricker Classical two-mile star, who is ill with pneuing the nine-week season. Beginning get more endurance as the Bowdoin nual Bates Interscholastic Cross- from
made the game so uncomfortable just Herbert (Toule), le
1 in the middle of September the grid course was li miles longer than the
_
to the tea.
re, Hess (Thompson) monia.
|men spend an average of three_and Bates hill-and-dale course. They found Country Run to be held on the Bates added an extra* warmth
• •
The summary:
Topham (Wright, Dow), It
freshman course, Nov. 6.
that they had gone about six and onert, Tarbell
Bates: 1, Bridges; 2, tie, Shepherd,
This year the teams are to be run
Once more the annual Garnet and
half miles at the end of that time.
Lerette (Knowles), lg
rg, Stairs Wallace and Burnap; 7, Rollins; 8,
We ran show you a vanea
Tuesday and Wednesday on an aver- in two divisions with the schools hav- Black tournament is starting. This Beattie (Fostrom), c
Foster; 11, DuWors.
selection of
age week they go over two miles and ing less than 200 students competing week the hockey teams begin! the yearc, Bradstreet (Marston)
Bowdoin: 5, Hyde; 6, Mill; 9, HawPRIZE CITS. FOUNTAIN Thursday they generally go one loop at 10:30 a. m. and the larger schools ly contest for the silver cup. The Glover (Bunshaft), rg
kins; 10, Sanborn; 12, Bradeen.
final
game
for
the
three
hockey
which means three miles. Friday is a
lg, Burns (Houghton)
PENS, LADJBS' SILK
passive work-out for most or at the running at 11:00 a. m. The seven matches will be held as part of the Tebbetts (Bennett), rt
UMBRELLAS & LEATHER most
program
for
Mothers'
Week
End.
runners
from
each
school
and
their
a jog. When you consider a litIt, Bailey (Nevers)
• . •
HAND BAGS
tle warming up you find that during coaches will be the guests of the ColWitty (Lovely), re
le, Bubar
the week they have gone 23 miles and lege at luncheon and will also be inLeather Bill Folds
A new sport has become a reality at Belliveau (Gorman), qb
a little more for a total of 165 miles vited to see the M.C.I.-Freshman foot- Bates. Golf instructions are being
qb, Downey (Felix)
Book T.nds - CIOCKS
a year. The above schedule is rotated
ball game in the afternoon. Prizes given by a professional instructor each Donnellen (O'Sullivan), lhb
According to a confirmation receivrhb, Osborne
to meet the coming meets.
week in the fall. In the spring the
ed by the "Sun"' on Monday from
will be awarded in each division and privilege of using the country club Gorman (Jamieson), rhb
* » •
JBWF.LERS
lhb, Cluff (Woodworth) Emile Jalbert, local hockey enthusiast
Last week at Bowdoin Al Rollins, also trophies will be awarded to the course will be given to those girls who
1.F.WISTON - MAINE
and business man, Lewiston quite
Buccigross (Bogdonowicz), fb
have taken the lessons.
while in second place on a hard road winning schools.
fb, Pound probably will have an artificial lee
hid the misfortune of having a spike
The teams that have been invited to
hockey arena in time for the 1939
Score by periods:
go through the bottom of his shoe
compete are Canton, Lisbon, Lisbon
As the freshmen learned from the Bates 1941
13 0 0 0—13 winter season.
Two Bowdoin boys happened to be
It is possible that Lewiston may
Falls, Leavitt Institute, of Turner, open house at the Women's Union, the Ricker C. I
• ■ ■ • - 0 0 6 0—6
have a club of the Can-Am profesWilton, Thornton Academy, of Saco, WAA board has bought a pool table
sional hockey league. Whether or not
Cn with the [oss of time in chang- Jay, Farmington, Lincoln Academy, of which is now set up in the game rooms.
This is for use at any time, and alBates will return to the sport which
Newcastle, West Paris, Deering, ready pool is rivaling ping-pong in
they abandoned several seasons ago is
not known, since varsity basketball is
Portland, and New Sharon.
popularity.
having a try in its stead this year for
man.
the first time.
This is the first time in his 24
years of coaching that Coach C.
Ray Thompson of the track department has had any one on his
teams by the name of Thompson.
COMPANY
Although he has coached everyPRINTERS - BOOfflBNDBR*
thing from girls' basketball to
iCorner College and Sabattus Sts.
95-99 Main St.
Auburn, Me.
winter sports and freshman footI WASHING and GREASING
ball in Tilton School, Moses
Brown, Cony High, and Bates
Auburn, Me.
Tel. 2310
without a Thompson, C. Ray has
on his freshman cross-country
team three by that name. His son,
Agent
Richard, finished fifth Bates man
in the Frosh victory over Deering.
GORDON WILLIAMS '38
-ATThe other two boys are Bob
Thompson and Stan Thompson,
S
drum-major in the band.

i Coadi Morey predicted earlier
r : ,• |, the inexperienced line has
I
I
'.„<"steadily, until it is now one
I
H „, the State. It certain1 dwed Maine to a standstill. On
.offense, too. the playing seemed
L spirited than it did at Tufts.
Le' like the Jumbos, moved her
Irth outward to meet the Bates
. off-tackle—mostly by shifting
.men backing up the line—but the
met Mockers looked much more
tertain in carrying out their assignBents.
Nevertheless, Bowdoin will be the
■
if Bates continues to
I
t. Their ends are probably the
I
the N"ew Kngland small collleee.-. Dave Fitts and Fred Newman,
[
unusually good pass

Frosh Gridders
WhipR. C.I. 13-6

Nickerson Leads
Third Frosh Win

SPORT SHOTS

Basketball Squad
Trains For Season

Hill And Dalers
Beat Bowdoin

Celebrate the

Varsity Harriers Easily Win F()0tball VictOiy

In "Fullback"

Invitations Issued
ForX-CountryRun

W. A. A. NEWS

Lewiston To Have
Indoor Hockey Rink

Burnstone-Osgood

CITIES
SERVICE
FOR BETTER

OIL & GAS

FRED C. McKENNEY

Three Thompsons
On Thompson's Team

%X*S&Z r^fiftl/Bates

"Complete Banking Service"

MERRILL & WEBBER

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY

Lewiston Trust Co.
LEWISTON, MAINE

BUY YOUR GASOLINE

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

°C0NY - VACUUM STATION
Corner Main and Bates

R. W. CLARK

-

GEO. K. ELDER, PROP.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY

WADE

& DUNTON

PROTECT YOUR EYES

DRUGGIST
CORNER MAIN AND BATES STREETS
R F.LI ABLE-PROMPT-ACCURATE-COURTEOUS

MOTORS

TEL. 125

CENTRAL OPTICAL CO.
E. L. VINING

P. MURPHY CO.
INC.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Piston Monumental Works
10

Bates Street
Lewiston
Telephone 4634-R

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

-

AUBURN

Call 4040

Optometrist
Tel. 339

For Real Courteous Taxi Service
Lewiston, Maine

199 Main Street

Lewiston, Me.

See Our Fine Selection Of
Men's Billfolds
Ladies' Handbags
Overnight Cases - Zipper Bags
Gladstones - Filled Cases
Leather Novelties
Air Weight Luggage

Fogg's

Leather Store

123 MAIN STREET - LEWISTON
Carl Mazzarella, Rep.

|gHt
Caf

designed by

martha gale
If you want to make the whole team
wilt at once, just for fun, show up in
this at the tea dance. It is splashed
with intuitive touches. For example
—an inlaid belt that fits like the
scales on a mermaid, with an overflow of fullness coming out above and
the flash of printed bengaline for extra exuberance. From our Cartwright
Collection for football week ends, designed by Martha Gale. Sizes 9 to 17.

Prices from $7.95
And what a gorgeous group 0f
formals now coming in.

exclusive with

UIRRD5
72 LISBON STREET

f
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FOUR
IN THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Thurs., Fri., Sat. - Oct. 28, 29, 30
Shirley Temple in "Heidi".
Mon., Tues., Wed. - Nov. 1, 2, 3
Eddie Cantor in 'Ali Baba Goes
to Town."
AUBURN
Thurs., Fri., Sat. - Oct. 28, 29, 30
"Breakfast for Two" with Barbara Stanwyck and Herbert Marshall.
Another great Vaudeville Show.
Mon., Tues., Wed. - Nov. 1, 2, 3
"The Great Garrick" with Brian
Aherne. Xews and Comedy.

DROP INTO

The Quality Shop
Featuring

Hamburg Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches
Have You Tried Our Silex Coffee?
143 COLLEGE STREET
3 minutes from Campus
Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.
TYPEWRITERS
STANDARDS and PORTABLES
For Sale and To Let
For Used Machines and Repairs
See Sam Burston
77 College St.
Tel. 4-328J
JOHN G. WEST
Tel. 2326
133 Main St.

Fred L. Tower Companies
Quality PRINTING Service
Not just ink on paper
165 Middle St.
Portland, Me.
BE SMART
Get Your Permanent at
SALLY'S
Experts in AH Lines of Beauty
Culture
Sally's Beauty Studio
266 Main St. - Open Eves - Tel. 897-W

Myhrman, Campbell, Harms, Among
First B. C. A. Discussion Leaders
Eighty-three students entered into
lively discussion with leaders such as
Mis. Anders Myhrman, Prof. Samuel
Harms, and Mr. Jeffrey Campbell in
the first of the B.C.A. monthly discussion groups, held last Wednesday.
Mr. Jeffrey Campbell of Boston,
field secretary for social justice, spoke
briefly on the significance of the National Assembly. He then discussed
"Students and the Industrial Order",
giving the set-up of the capitalistic
system, the inequalities of the pres' ent economic order, and the ways in
which students can work for an im! proved social order; and, more specifically, what the Social Justice Committee of Bates, chairmaned by William
Sutherland '40, can do.
Mrs. Anders Myhrman described the
various types of work for men and
women in the field of social service
', work, and the courses which should
. be taken in college by those interest , ed. The discussion which followed was
I led by Martha French '40, chairman
jof the Community Service Committee.
"Hitler Youth" Described
Prof. Samuel Harms of the German
department spoke on "Youth Activities in Germany", under the auspices
of the Peace Committee, the chairman
of which is Leighton Dingley '39.
Prof. Harms explained the organization of children in Germany into the
"Hitler Youth" movements whose
function is similar.to our Boy Scouts;

DO YOU WANT A RADIO
FOR YOUR ROOM?

Day's Jewelry Store
84 Lisbon Street
has a complete line of
PHILCO and EMERSON
RADIOS
AS LITTLE AS 50c WEEKLY
No Carrying Charges

the situation as a whole in Germany;
and the program of self-sufficiency
that is being attempted.
Student speakers developed the twofold theme of the Conferences Committee, led by Ruth Bobbins '39. To
answer the question often asked by
students, "Why go to conferences?",
a summary of the New England conference held at O-At-Ka this summer
was Riven by Barbara Buker '39 and
Frank Coffin '40- The second topic of
the discussion, the National Student
Assembly to be held at Oxford, Ohio,
during Christmas vacation, was explained with respect to aim, program,
and problems to be discussed, by Ethel
Sawyer '38 and Arthur Helsher '38.

SEN. WHITE FOR UNITY
United States Senator Wallace H.
White expressed his approval of sending American representatives to the
Brussels peace conference, in a talk
given in the Chapel Monday morning.
"Peace must be found in the true
expression of the human heart," said
Senator White. It was on this basis
that he commended the United States
decision to participate in the Belgium
conference.
* • •

GERMAN CLUB INITIATION
The enactment of German sonars
was the feature of the initiation of
twenty-four new members into the
Deutsche Verein, held last night at
Thorncrag Cabin.
The party was chaperoned by Dr.
and Mrs. Arthur Leonard, Prof, and
Mrs. Samuel Harms, and Prof. August
Buschmann. The committee in charge
of the affair consisted of Arthur Helsher '38, chairman, Eleanore Dearden
'38, Virginia Harriman '38. and Harold Roth '39.
Two professors of the physics de• • •
partment, Dr. Karl Woodcock and Dr.
William Whitehorne, attended a meetCHEM. CLUB MEETS
ing of the New England American
Last night John Skelton '38 and
Physicists College at Wellesley Col- Richard Gould '38 spoke on the sublege, Saturday.
ject of "Chemical Warfare" at a meetThe morning hours of the assembly ing of the Lawrance Chemical Society
were taken up with a business meet- held at Hedge Laboratory.
ing and with the reading of papers of
interest to physicists.
Dr. Russell S. Bartlett of Philips
Exeter Academy presented the preparatory school's side of a discussion
on college board physics' examinations
For the first time in the history of
while Prof. Allen Waterman of Yale
presented the collegiate view of the cross-country at Bates a team was
beaten by a nerfect score yesterday
same subject.
After a 1:00 o'clock luncheon, the afternoon. A strong Farmington Normeeting was resumed with a talk by mal team beat the Bates junior varProf. Ballarto of M. I. T. on "Modern sity team, 15-50.
On October 11, 1930, a Bates team
Use of the Cosmic Ray and the Earth's
Magnetic Field", and this was follow- did a similar thing to Northeastern,
ed by a lecture given bj' Prof.. J. C. but it is the first time that a Bates
team, either freshman A or B team,
Street of Harvard.
After tea, an invitation to visit the junior varsity, or varsity, has so sufnew Wellesley Physics Building was fered.
Farmington: Tie for first, Card, Mcextended. This building, which was
built within the last three years, is William, Eaton, Robinson, Trask,
-nodern in every respect and Dr. Smith, Wilcox.
Bates Junior Varsity: 8, Pierce; 9,
Whitehorne was greatly "impressed".
"One of the best meetings in a long Woodward; 10, Whiston; 11, Parker;
while" was Or. Whitehorne's summpj-y 12. Gove; 13, Milligan; 14, Curtis.
,of the day's events.
Winning time: 19:20.

Faculty Pair Visit
A P C Conference

Farmington Takes
J-V Harriers, 15-50

CALHOUN vs. WAR
Dr. Robert L. Calhoun professor of
Theology, Yale Divinity School >ndi
cated war presents a less convinc ng
case today than formerly in speaking
on, "War and the Will of God' at the
Vesper service in the Chapel Sunday.
Dr. Calhoun cited first the d.sillusionment which comes with war. As a
method, war is useless because it is a
blind, uncontrollable force. It cannot
be clearly understood because it is too
complex. It cannot be accurately applied and thus incurs the waste of material and human resources and the
breakdown of social morale.
• • •
MORE COLOR IN CHAPEL
The installation of the new stainedglass figures in two of the windows
on the campus side of the Chapel
marks another step toward the completion of a scheme to provide colored
figures for all the side windows in the
chapel.
The windows were installed by H. E.
Kelley, a representative of the internationally known firm of C. J. Konnig
and Company.
• • •
POLITICS CLUB ADDS 15
Fifteen new members were elected
to the Politics Club at a regular meeting of the organization last night.
Leighton Dingley '39, Henry Farnum
'39, and Donald Curtis '39 presented
the pros and cons of unicameralism.
The additions to the club are: Frances Carroll '39, Frank Coffin '4(1, Richard DuWors '39, Irving Friedman '39,
Ruth Hamlin '38, Anna Hurlev '38,
Marjorie Lovett '38, Donald Maggs
''0, Luella Manter '39, Carol Pulsifer
'39, Herbert Reiner '39, Louis Rogosa
,38, Allan Rollins '40, Eleanor Smart
'39, and William Sutherland '40.
• « •
TO ATTEND I.S.C.M.C.
Six Bates representatives will have
an opportunity to attend the International Student Christian Movement
Conference at Oxford, Ohio, this
Christmas, Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby, professor of religion, announced last
night.
Applications for the 1937-8 conference can be obtained from Dr. Zerby,
Ruth Robbins '39, or Gordon Williams
'38.

Pres.GrayGives
Analysis of War

PECKS
' Annual P ||

Pres. Clifton D. Gray, on Oct. 19,
addressing 300 Rotary members in
Stoneham! Mass., presented a concise
analv"s of the war situation m the
Far East, giving particular attention
to the relationship of the United
States and her foreign policies to the

Get
Acquainted
Sale

"Df Sav made no attempt to say
what should be done by he Umted
States in the present crisis nor Ad
he attempt to prophesy the future
acts of the President of this country,
or of other nations, although he did
Express the opinion that Pres. Roosevelt, bv his recent Chicago speech, intimated he was paving the way to follow the collective security theor>, gather than that of complete isolation
tie also said, in this connection, that
in his opinion, boycotts and embargoes would be useless in suppressing
Japan, but that strong and effective
blockades by the navies of America
and England might prove valuable, as
Japan is almost wholly dependent on
foreign trade for armament materials.
Dr. Gray laid a great deal of emphasis
on the idea that the American public
should be sufficiently and accurately
informed on all phases of the international situation.

THURSDAY
OCT. 28th
A grand opportunity lo
wearables you need'for ?*
Winter at typical pwk J1
ings. Every department I i
store i^ included.
TWO SAMPLE VAlJ
1436 Pairs
Famous \i;ltf

Stockings

2 prs 1.69
Reg. J] „r.

Debaters Meet
2 Vermont Foes
Henry M. Farnum '39, Donald W.
Curtis '39, and Leighton Dingley '39
have been chosen by Coach Brooks
Quimby to open the men's debating
season in encounters with Middlebury
and the University of Vermont at
those institutions tomorrow night and
Friday.
The topic for debate in these contests will be the national high school
question: Resolved, That the several
states should adopt a system of unicameral legislation. In both these debates. Bates College will be defending the negative of the proposition,
The debates will be in the Oregon
style, with. Henry Farnum acting as
witness, Donald Curtis as lawyer, and
Leighton Dingley presenting the summary and plea. This will be the first
varsity debate in which Farnum and
Dingley have participated but Curtis
has represented the college in several
varsity debates. The debates will be
non-decision contests.

Ray Thompson Seeks
School Board Post

•

a

4 thread, all purpose sh*
thread service, 3 thread sheet
fon. All perfect. All wanted^
j
I

All Wool Slipon

i

Sweaters

1.79
:

Were $2 and $3

Also included at this price;
I skirts and blouses that wW
I and $3.
,
j Hundreds of equally imponi
| values in timely merchandise.

A Bates Tradition
SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

GEORGE A. Rod
ELM STR1-ET

C. Ray Thompson, track and crosscountry coach, has taken out papers
for re-election as the Ward Three
member of the Auburn Superintending School Committee.
The application of Coach Thompson
was the first to be presented, but the
final members of the committee will
not be electedrvntil December.

Stu. G. Present
First Tea Sunday

■

/■V lot of smokers
have found that Chesterfields have a taste they
like. They've found out for
themselves that Chesterfields are MILDER.
You can prove for yourself
that Chesterfields SATISFY.

Biles 1*

BILL
THE BARBER
FOR
EDS AND CO-EDS
Hours: 9-12 - 1-6
CHASE HALL

The predominant fall shades will furnish the background for the decorative scheme at the first tea j>f the
THE BLUE LINE
Sunday series, sponsored by the StuLeiTlaton - Humf".-I - Fmrmlafwf
dent Government Association, which
Lv. Lewiston
will be held in Rand Hall Sunday.
7.45 am *10.00 am 1.45 pm »-W|
Miss Hazel M. Clark, Miss Lena
Walmsley, Mrs. Anders M. Myhrman, Lv. Rumford
and Mrs. Rayborn L. Zerby will pour,
7.35 am *9.50 am U5 pm 5.(*|
and Mrs. Arthur N. Leonard and Mrs.
Lv.
Farmington
George M. Chase will be the faculty
7.33 am *9.48 am 1.S3 pm Li*
guests. Dorothy Weeks '39 is in charge
of the teas this year and is assisted by
*Daily Except Sunday
Kathryn Gould '40.

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY
INC.
193 MIDDLE STREET
SHIRT WORK A
SPECIALTY
AGENT
ROY HABERLAND
8 West Parker

The College Store
is for
BATES STUDENTS

Purity Restaurant
197 MAIN ST.
OUR AIM IS TO SATTmrv
WITH OUR QUALITY FOOD

College
Pharmacy]
Where The Bobcats U*
TOASTED
I
HAMBURGS - HOT H*!
CHICKEN ROLL
Largest and Bed
CHOCOLATE MMK
•">nce a Customer • -*W *
Customer
PRESCRIPTION'S COMl,oVSP
Telephone 3691
I

College and Sabattu-iSWJB
COLLEGE STREET

SHOE HOSPnu|
All Kinds of Shoe ReP^I
67 College St.

U«\^"n-

HA YES EATS IN HIS OWN DINER

HAYES' DINER
Opp. Sun-Journal - Tel. 1440 - Lewiston. Me.

Free Call and Delivery
Service

1

. • they7/ give you
MORE PLEASURE*
Copyxigh- \937.

LIGGETT

4

MYERS TOBACCO CO.

Individual Attention t°
All Garments

SANITONE CLEANSING

telephone

3820

Watuns
CLEANSERS » OVERS * FIRMER5

Formerly L. Q. Mercier. In,

A. S. Gumming **

